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as of march, 2020, xen, black mesa, and xen+ chapters are
available for download on steam. in addition, the xen+ single-
player level is also available for download, and the xen+ two-
player and xen+ three-player maps are planned for a future
release. while this mod was made while the source engine was
still in its early development, the developers altered a number
of source files to improve compatibility with half-life 1. this
allowed the developers to remove most of their changes, and
the exception was editing the player vision location, allowing
the player to see through walls and other obstacles. the vision
location was later moved to player height, and was eventually
removed from the code in source, making this one of the
earliest source engine mods to support both source and half-
life 1. the game uses a modified source sdk, the source code
being made available to non-commercial developers. the
developers modified the sdk to remove a number of files and
functionality used in half-life. these changes include the
removal of the half-life's physics-based engine, the removal of
the terminal and inventory system, and the removal of the
inventory-supplied shotgun shells and replacement with an on-
map inventory. players also start the game with an extra
power-up that allows the player to pick up potted plants and
boxes and throw them around. an item called a "portal gun"
also allows the player to create a teleporter, which the player
can use to teleport anywhere. although the developers
specified that players should find the teleporter, multiple
teleporters can also appear throughout the game, two
appearing in the first xen level and two appearing in the
second xen level.
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